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Abstract.    In this paper we present a Group Recommender Sys-

tem relying on the application of cooperative negotiation method-

ologies. We describe a process in which automated negotiation 

agents, acting on behalf of human group members, participate in a 

cooperative negotiation, and based on individual recommendations 

and user preference models, generate group recommendations. 

1  INTRODUCTION 

In our research we study individual recommender systems integra-

tion with various cooperative and non-cooperative negotiation 

paradigms as a mean to introduce efficient (with emphasis on proc-

esses automation and quality) customer-customer and customer-

supplier interactions in a multi-agent eCommerce environment [1]. 

    In this paper we present an approach of applying cooperative 

negotiation methodology to group recommendation problem solu-

tion. 
 

 

A group of users, each having an individual recommender 

system of his own, and based on a catalog of available 

products, are willing to examine possibilities and to arrive 
to an agreement acceptable by the whole group4. 
 

 
Figure 1.    A typical scenario 

 

    We address this typical scenario and describe a process in which 

automated negotiation agents, acting on behalf of human group 

members, participate in a cooperative negotiation, and based on 

individual recommendations and user preference models, generate 

group recommendations. This process can be further extended into 

a complete Group Recommender System. 

2  EXISTING METHODOLOGY 

We start with a short survey of the current state-of-the-art of Group 

Recommender Systems. While the problem of producing personal-

ized recommendations to a single user is a field with a rich litera-

ture [2], the Group Recommender Systems is a relatively new field. 
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4
 For instance, in case of traveling information that agreement would be a 

set of traveling assets, and, consequently, a complete travel plan for the 

group. 

For instance, [3] specifies that as of 2001 there were no previously 

published studies. 

    The review of existing literature in Group Recommender System 

that we conducted has identified two main approaches to generating 

group recommendations from individual recommendations: averag-

ing and merging. We decided to cover here two representing works. 

The work on the averaging method is represented by [4], where [3] 

argues for the merging method, however mentioning the pros. and 

cons. of the two methods. 

    In [4] the authors describe a Group Recommender System called 

Travel Decision Forum. In this system each user is able to provide 

its rating (discrete, 1-5) for each of the attributes of a traveling as-

set. Altogether, these ratings are named user-specification and are 

used to produce individual user recommendations. The paper fur-

ther describes a method of aggregating several user-specifications 

into an “average” user-specification and then producing individual 

recommendation for this “average” user which are, finally, taken as 

group recommendations. 

    In [3] the authors present a PolyLens group recommender sys-

tem, which is an extension of a MovieLens individual recommender 

system by the same authors. MovieLens is a collaborative filtering-

based recommender, where each user is able to provide a per-movie 

rating (discrete, 1-10). For PolyLens, the authors elaborate individ-

ual recommendations produced for each member of the group into a 

single ranked list, where each movie is attributed with individual 

recommendation score, and resort it according to an artificially 

introduced social value function (merging strategy): maximize the 

most happy member score, maximize the least happy member 

score, etc. The last is the strategy actually used with justification of 

small group size of 2-3 people planning to watch a movie together.  

    An interesting point, raised by [3] is a possibility of introducing 

an unequal weighting of individual recommendations during the 

merging. For example, should we be giving a more “experienced” 

user more weight during the merging? 

    To summarize the survey, the literature and the described repre-

senting works draw a picture of a much unexplored research field, 

and rise many research issues that are yet to be studied. 

3  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

We proceed by presenting a Group Recommender System relying 

on the application of cooperative negotiation methodologies. We 

propose a process in which automated negotiation agents, acting on 

behalf of human group members, participate in a direct or mediated 

cooperative negotiation, and based on individual recommendations 

and user preference models, generate and form group recommenda-

tions. 



 
 

Figure 2.    A Group Recommender System 

 

    The Figure 2 draws a schema of the proposed process. In the 

following sections we describe in details the phases of the process 

in a bottom-up order. 

3.1  Catalog 

A catalog holds a set of available products which are being rec-

ommended and, consequently, negotiated over. This is rather a 

broad notion since the catalog may represent: a) a single supplier 

database of products; or b) a group common knowledge about 

products available on the market; or c) a dynamic, ever-changing, 

global market-place, such as the Internet. 

    We assume that the catalog products may be of a finite number 

of types, where each type defines the structure of an instance of a 

product in terms of its schema: attributes, their possible values, and 

composition.  

3.2  Individual Recommendations 

An Individual Recommendation System provides recommenda-

tions (ranking) of the products from the catalog. A notable con-

strain on the nature of the recommendation process: the recom-

mendations must be personalized. A Recommender System, upon 

receiving user identification, must produce individual and distinct 

recommendations about the catalog products. 

    In our research, we use Trip@dvice – a personalized and self-

learning recommender system. Trip@dvice is a case-based recom-

mender for tourism assets, which utilizes twofold similarity proc-

ess. Roughly: first, rank other’s cases by their similarity to the 

user’s previous cases; second, rank products by their similarity to 

products from most similar other’s cases [5]. 

3.3  Individual Utility 

Recommendations are being invoked by negotiation agents (N.A. 

on Figure 2) acting on behalf of actual human users – the group 

members. In addition to the recommendations (a ranked list of 

products), an individual utility of each product to the actual user 

must be evaluated. The individual utility evaluation to an actual 

user is the essence of individual recommendations acceptance prob-

lem. In practice, however, the human user acceptance issue in rec-

ommendation systems research is often avoided [4].  

    In our case, not only we must have the individual utility evalua-

tion in order to proceed to negotiation based on this utility value, 

but we also need to automate the evaluation process. To achieve 

this we introduced a user preference model. A robust user model 

might learn from an actual user evaluation, and the model quality is 

only a function of a learning algorithm. Willing to demonstrate the 

proposed process at an early stage of our research, we took a more 

direct approach: modeling user preferences through a fixed multi-

attribute utility function [6, 7]. 

    Additionally, both the individual utility values and the individual 

recommendation values5 should be taken in to account in a negotia-

tion phase of the group recommendations formation. It’s an inter-

esting observation that taking in account only recommendations 

would margin to the described above existing methodology of 

merging, and taking in account only the individual utility would 

margin to a traditional cooperative negotiation.  

3.4  Negotiation 

A field of cooperative negotiation captures a wide range of agent 

interactions aiming to produce a mutually beneficial agreement(s) 

[1, 8]. Negotiation process formalization has many aspects [9]. 

Fixing these aspects in a domain of particular problem results in 

what is referred as a negotiation paradigm. 

    Several negotiation paradigms were proposed for solving the 

group recommendation problem. We break their description into 

three most influential aspects: protocol, mediation, and agreement. 

1.1.1  Protocol 

Negotiation protocol governs the way negotiation may develop by 

defining which messages that negotiation participants may send to 

each other, the order of message communication, etc. [9]. 

    For the groups of two users (each represented by a negotiation 

agent) we studied, through simulation, several protocols: “Alternat-

ingOffers” (direct negotiation) and “MergingRanks” (mediated 

negotiation). 

    In “AlternatingOffers” protocol each negotiation participant has 

an opportunity to: a) place an offer, b) accept one of the previously 

placed offers by the other negotiation participants. A more detailed 

description of the protocol and strategies for the negotiation partici-

pants is given by [7].  

    In “MergingRanks” protocol each negotiation participant sup-

plies its complete ranked list to a negotiation mediator that evalu-

ates each proposal and forms a composite (“merged”) ranked list. 

We provide more details on this evaluation process in the following 

section on negotiation mediation and the section describing the 

mediation strategy in the conducted experiments. 

    For groups of three and more users the direct communication 

execution and control becomes more complex, which is evident 

also from a real-life users’ experience. This complexity itself may 

bring to a failure to produce a negotiation agreement. Mediated 

                                                      
5 By the individual recommendation values we mean: whatever information 
the individual recommender is able to provide to justify its ranking, such 

as, the product scores. For example, in Trip@dvice we’re provided with 

similarity scores of the recommended products. 



negotiation is a more obvious way to manage the negotiation and 

form an agreement - group recommendations. 

1.1.2  Mediation 

The negotiation mediator benefits from being able to simultane-

ously access all the proposals from all the group members. To gen-

erate an agreement, the mediator may have a “stock” of strategies 

to help him choosing among these proposals the one that will be 

offered to the group as an agreement.  

    Some simple strategies may be: “maximizing the utility of an 

average group member”, “maximizing the utility of the least happy 

member”, “maximizing the utility of the most happy member” [3].  

    In general, provided a model of group utility (social welfare), the 

mediator’s strategy should be: choose among the proposal the one 

that maximizes the group utility. 

1.1.3  Agreement 

Upon termination of the negotiation phase, an agreement is pro-

duced. With adequate choice of negotiation protocol the process 

also allows us to generate the second-best agreement, the third-best 

agreement, and so on. For example, the “MergingRanks” protocol 

will produce a ranked list of products, roughly, 
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    Similarly, the “AlternatingOffers” protocol is designed to pro-

duce a complete ranked list of products [7]. 

3.5  Group Recommendations 

The ranked list of products resulting from the agreement formation 

phase is the resulting group recommendations produced by the 

overall process (for example, in case of “MergingRanks” protocol 

it is given by (1)). Just as with the individual recommendations, 

these group recommendations are presented to the group and its 

members with or without a need of a human acceptance. 

3.6  Group Utility (Social Welfare) 

Similarly to individual recommendations, we would like to evalu-

ate the utility of the produced recommendations to a group as a 

whole and, perhaps, to each individual member of the group. 

Unlike with individual recommendations, which are utilized as an 

integral part of the described process, the group recommendation 

evaluation is not a part of the process, but rather a research step 

with a goal to estimate the quality of resulting recommendations. 

4  EXPERIMENTS 

We have built a complete experimental environment to demonstrate 

the proposed process: from the individual recommendations extrac-

tion, through negotiation, and up to generation of group recommen-

dations. We were using Trip@dvice as an individual recommender 

system and performed a comparative study of several cooperative 

negotiation paradigms.  

    For the groups of two users we simulated, under various setups, 

negotiations based on “AlternatingOffers” protocol (direct negotia-

tion), and “MergingRanks” protocol (mediated negotiation). The 

negotiated group recommendations were evaluated with a modeled 

group utility (social welfare) function, for instance: a product of 

both users’ utility. The same utility function was used by the nego-

tiation mediator in “MergingRanks” protocol based on utility only:  
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    Table 1 shows the product ranking due to the individual recom-

mendations for user-1 and user-2, followed by the product ranking 

due to the negotiated group recommendations produced by agents 

in the protocols protocol. For example, the product ranked first in 

individual recommendations is product-69 for user-1 and product-

48 for user-2; and the products ranked first in group recommenda-

tions resulting from negotiation are: product-2 for “MergingRanks” 

protocol based on utility only; product-48 for “Merging-Ranks” 

protocol based on rank only; product-2 for “Merging-Ranks” proto-

col experimental (discussed below); and product-2 for ”Alternating-

Offers” protocol. To save space we show only the top-20 out of a 

total 100 ranked products. 

 
Table 1.    Negotiated group recommendations for a group of two users 

(product of utilities) 

Rank User-1 User-2 M.R.(u) M.R.(r) M.R.(exp) A.O.

1 69 48 2 48 2 2

2 39 42 40 40 40 100

3 50 6 100 2 100 40

4 85 72 60 69 60 60

5 40 81 81 42 81 23

6 54 20 63 6 23 13

7 63 60 25 100 63 79

8 2 25 23 39 94 96

9 52 29 6 60 75 75

10 66 2 94 81 25 94

11 100 88 42 63 96 81

12 27 97 75 50 29 21

13 47 100 29 72 13 63

14 53 94 96 85 6 71

15 31 40 66 25 66 25

16 67 82 13 29 42 29

17 75 3 79 54 79 66

18 59 24 21 66 21 15

19 73 78 71 94 71 6

20 23 96 38 20 53 38

Product

Individual Recommendation (Negotiated) Group Recommendation

 
 

    Since the mediator in “MergingRanks” protocol based on utility 

directly applies (2) to evaluate proposals from the agents and ranks 

them according to this calculated group utility value, its results are 

optimal, with respect to the chosen group utility function, and serve 

a basis for comparison with other protocols performance. On Table 

1 the top-5 group recommended products according to “Merging-



Ranks” protocol based on utility only are colored, and their posi-

tion is shown in the rest of the rankings. 

    We were also able to improve the performance in “Merging-

Ranks” protocol based on rank only by modeling the expected 

functional dependency between a product utility and its rank based 

on the apriori knowledge of individual utility-rank distribution. The 

graph on Figure 3 shows a typical utility-rank dependency that we 

observed. For user-1 and user-2 it shows the individual utility, and 

for each of the protocol executions it shows the group utility value 

calculated using (2), as a function of recommended product rank. 
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Figure 3.    Utility-Rank observation for a group of two users  

(product of utilities) 

 

    Similar outcome is presented on Table 2 where, this time, a nor-

malized sum of both users’ utility was used as a group utility func-

tion. 

 
Table 2.    Negotiated group recommendations for a group of two users 

(normalized sum of utilities) 

Rank User-1 User-2 M.R.(u) M.R.(r) M.R.(exp) A.O.

1 69 48 2 48 2 2

2 39 42 40 69 40 100

3 50 6 100 42 100 40

4 85 72 60 39 60 60

5 40 81 81 6 81 23

6 54 20 63 50 63 79

7 63 60 6 40 25 13

8 2 25 25 72 23 96

9 52 29 42 85 94 75

10 66 2 23 81 6 94

11 100 88 94 2 75 81

12 27 97 66 60 29 63

13 47 100 29 54 42 21

14 53 94 75 20 96 71

15 31 40 96 63 66 25

16 67 82 13 100 13 29

17 75 3 79 25 79 66

18 59 24 21 29 21 15

19 73 78 88 66 53 38

20 23 96 53 52 88 6

Product

Individual Recommendation (Negotiated) Group Recommendation

 

5  DISCUSSION 

    In the described experiments the similarity value of each product 

ranked by individual recommender system was accounted as an 

individual utility. Doing so, we, in fact, recreated the merging 

method. In the further experiments we will introduce user prefer-

ence models (fixed multi-attribute utility functions) to account for 

the ability of group members to evaluate individual recommenda-

tions prior to proceeding to the negotiation phase. 

    We showed that the proposed process was able to recreate the 

existing merging methodology. We believe that, with introduction 

of individual user preference model at an early stage of group rec-

ommendations formation, our group recommender will better re-

flect the preferences of the group as a whole, increasing the chances 

for acceptance of the produced group recommendations. 

    In further experiments, this time with non-simulated individual 

recommendations samples, we will concentrate our attention on a 

negotiation with the following information available to the agents: 

a) an individual recommendation-based ranking, b) an individual 

recommendation-based similarity value, c) a modeled individual 

utility, and d) an actual individual utility. 

    One of the interesting open questions raised by our research is: 

which impact has a method used to produce individual recommen-

dations on the described process and the resulting group recom-

mendations. For instance, which impact has utilizing case-based 

reasoning individual recommender, as opposed to collaborative 

filtering recommender? 

6  SUMMARY 

We presented a Group Recommender System relying on the appli-

cation of cooperative negotiation methodologies. We described a 

process in which automated negotiation agents, acting on behalf of 

human group members, participate in a direct or mediated coopera-

tive negotiation, and based on individual recommendations and user 

preference models, generate and form group recommendations. We 

described experiments demonstrating the ability of the proposed 

process to produce group recommendations, discussed results of 

these experiments, and draw a map of the further research work. 
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